To whom it may concern,

The 1st photo below is of a counterfeit SFI manufacturer’s certification 3.2/A label affixed to a counterfeit Beltenick driver suit.

Although there are texture differences in the counterfeit label, they do not show up in the photograph. On the photographs are comments on the differences between the counterfeit label and genuine label.

See also the notice from Beltenick regarding the counterfeit suit.

If you suspect a counterfeit conformance label or associated product, contact SFI at the address below.
We noticed that there's counterfeit suit in the market. We listed the difference between genuine suit and counterfeit suit. See the pictures below.
In the pictures below, you can see differences of BK logo, size label, date label, warning label, and material of zippers.
If the suit has any of the counterfeit details below, it is not genuine.
Customer can purchase genuine Beltenick products directly from us or from our representatives.

**WARNING:** Wearing any counterfeit suit without appropriate SFI label could result in serious injury or death.
There is no way to know whether the counterfeit suits have been tested by SFI or not.

![Genuine Beltenick logo with yellow outline](image1)

![Counterfeit logo with black outline](image2)

![Black letter on white ground on genuine size and date lable](image3)

![White letter on red ground on counterfeit size label](image4)
Copper zipper use on genuine suit

Plastic zipper use on counterfeit suit

Warning label on genuine Beltenick suit and the counterfeit suit is without a warning label